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About This Game

To achieve any goal, the algorithm was always required.
Artificial intelligence in the robot first analyzes the test, then builds an algorithm to overcome it. After all this, it is ready to

move on.
Step by step, create a path from the " traces" to the finish to pass to the next test.

You have to enter the exciting world of intellectual tasks, which have no known solution algorithm. Will you be able to create an
algorithm from scratch and to pass all tests?

Try to pass all levels - from the simplest to the most difficult.
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Glad to have Sinkr on my laptop/tablet. It's smooth, peaceful, and serene. Works nice with the touch screen or mouse pad. I
definitely recommend this game if you like puzzles and games like Unblock Me. The game helps you to relax. You just sit back
and think about how to use the hooks to manuever the discs into the circles. Nice, simple, chill game. The levels of course
increase in difficulty and that keeps you playing.. Scrolling around feels unusually clunky, the units are actually only slightly
different from each other in practice (maybe if you git gud then the minor distinctions in how they heal and circumstances
where they self-buff become important, but when just trying the game you just have to put more units up against fewer units),
and the random card draws mostly serve to sometimes annoy you with a hand full of spells you don't really need and can't easily
get rid of.

Oh, and the single player mode is definitely not the mode they were hoping people would play, which is too bad when there's
nobody else playing.. These games kept me up all night, so much fun!!. Pays season pass:
-Get's spoiled with cars, okay.
-Doesn't get the first expansion.
-Doesn't get the second expansion.
-Contacts Ubisoft support.
-Waits an hour and a half to get connected with a agent.
-Pretends you're reta rded and ask will you get the expansions.
-Get's answeared that you need to buy the expansions.
-Tells the agent that Ubisoft needs to get burned to ashes.
-Uninstalls The Crew.
-Writes a negative review everywhere you can.
You'll screw yourself buying that crap.
Don't buy season passes for games being released from Ubisoft.. This game is a very cool way to approach the idea of zombies.
With a group, try and complete different objectives in order to win. Some of your group might not get along and you have to
find ways to manage them. Quick choices sometimes appear and you have to choose what you are going to do. You can scout
out locations and see how many zombies are there. Or bust in and hope for the best. A very fun game that makes you think
about what choices you would make.

https://youtu.be/rWgVfbu_QmI
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Old school turn based isometric dungeon crawling, I had a great time and did finish it, something that doesn't happen very often
given the limited "game time" I have.. Boring and there's no escape button.. Gruesome kills, Great kill pack to pick.. to put it
simple this is a great car based shooter.

 u can either play story mode or level wise. basicly same thing just storymode moves foward where level based u can always go
back and replay ur fav levels <3. there is a nice selection of super weapons to use also which livens up the gameplay.

the bosses sometimes can be a bit tricky but if ur good at these types of games u can win them with ease sometimes and other
times its a challange.

one of the toughest things to do is save every damn civilian which makes the game even more tricky.
but also there is bonus levels added. mainly survival, racing, or timed survival kill for more time.

if u see this game on sale get it as its a great game to play but it can be slightly short. but the level mode makes up for that as u
can always replay any boss,bonus level, or just any plain level anytime u want.
sidenote~ u may wanna buy a controller as it makes the game easier and more fun ^w^ logitech brand works wonder <3 started
without one ended with one and so much more enjoyable

overall 10/10 for a great car based shooter <3 ~ will be updating this review in the future~ ^w^

oh and who doesnt love running over the baddies once there cars are gone come on. lol

if this review is not helpful, please leave a comment as to why u feel that way so i may make changes if needed ^w^. I went
looking for a game that has the look and feel of the old turn-based Might and Magic RPG games. Swords and Sorcery -
Underworld is the closest I've seen to that. Much of the game play is very similar and new wrinkles to combat make it
interesting. It's a hard game to get started and involves a lot of running away until you level up, but there is a pretty simple
formula for doing that once you see how the town is laid out. None of the dry wit humor of M&M but the graphics are
outstanding and some of the "monsters" are pretty funny. Pay attention in Meyer's Wares where you buy all of your equipment.
Select each PC before you buy so you can see what they're allowed to use and if they have strength to use that weapon. Then
you'll know where to put your training points when you level up.. Well hard to explain
the game doesnt tell you the controls so
x is forward and z is for items
but this game give you the joy of when you beat the bots due to the fact it seam to like to walls a little to much
rating 3/10 not ign
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